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Yasmine Beverly Rana

Fauna and Blood
Characters: 
AYESHA  —  Mid-Thirties Woman of South Asian Descent.
DIA  —  Early-Fifties Man from Central Africa

Setting: The Metropolitan Museum of Art Roof Garden: Imran Qureshi’s 
installation, “The Roof Garden Commission.”

September 2013

Late Morning

(Ayesha is photographing the exhibit on the Met roof garden: Imran 
Qureshi’s “Roof Garden Commission” in which splatters of red paint 
cover the ground and walls surrounding the garden. She approaches the 
upstage wall of the garden. Dia sits on a bench against the wall, drinking 
from a bottle of water. He observes Ayesha who is fixated on her task.)

DIA You’re not looking up.

AYESHA I don’t need to.

DIA You’re missing out.

AYESHA I don’t think so.
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DIA You’re not taking the right pictures.

AYESHA What should I be photographing?

DIA This. The sky. The view. Central Park. The trees. The tree 
tops that look like puffy green clouds. The sunshine. 
The light. Not the ground.

AYESHA I’m not interested in any of that.

DIA Why not?

AYESHA This is more interesting.

DIA A place our feet land.

AYESHA You don’t know what this exhibit is?

DIA I know what you’re missing on this beautiful September 
Monday, when most people are at work or school, and 
the tourists have gone home, and here we are on this 
rooftop overlooking this city, and you would rather look 
to the ground. 

AYESHA It’s an installation. Look!

(Dia peers down at his feet.)

DIA Please! Splatters of red paint.

AYESHA Blood! Imran Qureshi’s “Roof Garden Commission.” 
Look carefully. What do you see?

DIA Nothing.

AYESHA Look again.

DIA OK. Lines.
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AYESHA Foliage. Fauna. (Pause) Blood. Screams. Cries. Car 
bombs. Home. 

DIA I don’t see any of that.

AYESHA It’s there. Look carefully.

DIA Why would I want to see that? Why would I come on the 
one hour I take off from one of the many jobs I detest to 
see that? I’d rather see this. (Looking above) 

AYESHA You could see both.

DIA What home do you see?

AYESHA Mine.

DIA Car bombs and blood?

AYESHA Yes.

DIA And you miss it?

AYESHA Why would you think so?

DIA You’re photographing it.

AYESHA I appreciate the artist, his technique, his observations, 
his statement. 

DIA That’s all?

AYESHA Why would I miss such violence?

DIA And why would your artist paint it in the center of 
extraordinary beauty? 
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AYESHA And include such extraordinary beauty. See? The lines, 
the flowers within the blood . . . 

DIA Because it’s home. You can’t erase the fauna or the blood. 
They’re one. 

(Pause)

AYESHA What a shame.

DIA I thought you appreciated it.

AYESHA I do. But I can still say it’s a shame. You’re not a tourist?

DIA Is it the accent?

AYESHA Everyone here has an accent.

DIA Even you.

AYESHA It’s not the art that brings you here.

DIA No way. I pay my “what I wish” of twenty-five cents, 
bypass all the tourists and natives and come up here 
when I can, when it’s light, and sit.

AYESHA You bypass all the art.

DIA This is the art.

AYESHA You can sit in the park for what you want, without pay-
ing your quarter.

DIA This is freedom.

AYESHA Because of height?

DIA Because of flight.
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AYESHA Are you looking to jump?

DIA No. Not at all. It’s just a very open, bright place, that’s 
close to flight. Escape . . . 

AYESHA To where?

DIA Not to. From.

(Pause)

AYESHA From car bombs and blood?

DIA And kangaroo courts and beatings, confined spaces, 
absolute darkness, icy floors, dried blood . . . 

AYESHA Home.

DIA (Reflective) Home.

AYESHA You don’t miss it?

DIA I miss them. 

AYESHA Your family? (Pause) You’re alone, aren’t you?

DIA Is there a particular way I look that identifies my 
solitude?

AYESHA Yes, because I have it too. (Pause) You’ll never go back?

DIA Not if it’s in my hands. Never.

AYESHA Don’t worry. I won’t tell.

DIA Tell what? I’m nothing. No identity, except solitude.
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AYESHA But you had an identity. Everyone started off as some-
one, someone before this.

DIA I can’t remember.

AYESHA Husband. Father.

DIA They can’t remember me.

AYESHA Cab driver. Street vendor.

DIA Jobs. Means of survival, of passing time. Not identity.

AYESHA You’re right. I’m sorry.

DIA You haven’t lost yours.

AYESHA Family?

DIA Identity.

AYESHA No. I’m a lucky one, in a way. Someone I loved very 
much wasn’t so lucky. 

DIA Does he remember you?

AYESHA He can’t anymore.

DIA Now I’m sorry.

AYESHA I was mistaken. I had come here first and was granted 
asylum. I don’t know why me and not him. Do they take 
pity on girls? Do they know what could become of us? 
Did I smile enough in my interview? Or did I cry 
enough? I can’t remember. But he didn’t get it. I suppose 
he couldn’t cry, in front of them, but he did in front of 
me. That was my mistake. I was able to visit him, once, 
soon after, his petition was declined. And he knew, or 
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rather we knew any subsequent attempt would also be 
declined. You just know sometimes. I’m sure you know. 

(Pause)

 I spoke to him from behind the glass. I can’t exactly 
remember what I said. Something perhaps like, it was 
fine, all was fine, he would be fine. It was very . . . vague. 
Fauna in blood. I was the fauna and he would be return-
ing to the blood. And it was that . . . exact thing that 
happened that perhaps ruined, everything. As I spoke, 
looked at him, into him, so deeply, without aversion, he 
began to cry. It was more than tears, but this flood of 
emotion, of everything, without stoppage. He couldn’t 
breathe. He struggled, and then he cried so much that 
his nose began to bleed, and it wouldn’t stop. I had never 
seen this happen to him before. It was haunting, because 
it was as if I were looking into a mirror and seeing what 
could have been. I could have been him on that other 
side. I could have cried that torrent and bled and . . . 
been unable to stop. They, the . . . guards, whatever, took 
him away. They said I upset him and he would upset the 
others, like him. And that was it. He was gone, and I 
never saw him again.

DIA He could still remember you, from where he is.

AYESHA I always thought he was stronger than I and that I loved 
him more than he loved me, but I was wrong. He wasn’t, 
and I didn’t. No, he’s quite gone. He never even reached  
. . . home. At the airport, before the special or deporta-
tion flight, or whatever it is they call it, I was told, he 
died. His heart stopped. Did it stop because they 
restrained him so hard and he was scared? Maybe they 
didn’t restrain him and that was only a rumor? Maybe 
he was just scared of returning.

DIA Or of leaving you.
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AYESHA All because of me? That would have been a waste.

DIA Did he have reason to fear returning?

AYESHA Don’t you?

(Pause)

DIA I won’t be restrained. Never again.

AYESHA I hope not.

DIA And I won’t cry until I bleed.

AYESHA But you’ll cry.

DIA (Pause) I already have.

(Pause)

AYESHA How could you not? How could any of us not. 

DIA And we come here.

AYESHA For pretty, puffy, green tree tops and light?

DIA Or to find them. 

AYESHA What makes you think they’re here? Why here?

DIA It’s the closest to flight.

AYESHA To them. Yours, not mine. 

DIA But he’s here, yours. In the lines.

AYESHA Just splattered red paint, you said.
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DIA (On his knees looking at the lines in the paint) I didn’t see 
it before. Now I do.

(Ayesha remains on the bench.)

AYESHA You’re just saying that. You see nothing.

DIA I don’t just say anything. You don’t know what I see. I see 
it now.

AYESHA (Arises and leans over the garden wall to overlook Central 
Park) What?

DIA Nose bleeds.

(Ayesha chuckles)

 Bombings. The beatings. The cries. The glass partitions. 
Detention. The special flights. (Looks up) Them. Him. 
Me.

(Pause)

AYESHA I’m sorry. You didn’t want to see anything bad. You don’t 
come here for that; you don’t pay your twenty-five cents 
for that, and I brought it to you. I seem to do that. 

DIA (Arises to join Ayesha and takes her hands in his) But I’m 
grateful. It’s remembrance, identity. 

AYESHA Not completely.

DIA A piece of it. Something more than silence or a job to 
pass the time, or a moment on a rooftop. 

End of Play


